Discover Original BMW i Accessories for the BMW i3 and BMW i8.

ORIGINAL BMW i ACCESSORIES. SUSTAINABILITY MEETS DESIGN.

Original BMW i Accessories
The Ultimate Driving Machine®
The BMW i is an automobile with a consistently sustainable design. Powered solely by electricity, it is tailor-made to fulfill the demands of emission-free automotive transport. Original BMW i Accessories for BMW i models pursue the same objective: intelligent functionality, attractive design, and the use of recycled and environmentally friendly materials wherever possible.

Original BMW i Accessories not only have a lot to offer but place great emphasis on sustainability along the entire value chain. It begins with a thorough design that allows for multiple applications and continues in a production process which is especially conceived to save resources. This includes the use of materials made from discarded consumer goods. Moreover, Original BMW i Accessories are supplied with significantly reduced packaging.

Our ongoing systematic search for environmentally friendly components, combined with sustainable supplier and production management, makes Original BMW i Accessories a commitment to sustainability – right down to the last detail.
EASY CHARGING. AT HOME.

The BMW i Charging Station combines award-winning design with reliable, convenient home charging. It is the sensible choice, available exclusively at BMW i Centers.

Designed to complement your BMW i vehicle, this wall-mounted charging station reduces charging time for the BMW i3 to around 3.5 hours (7kW at 240v). Plus, with the provided 25-foot cable, you will have the flexibility to charge from your preferred location.

Charging is simple: just plug in and charging begins immediately. Or, use the BMW i Remote App, or the in-vehicle low cost charging timer, to schedule charging to coincide with Time of Use rate plans, available from many utility companies, that make nighttime charging less expensive. Either way, you can enjoy the satisfaction of waking up to a fully charged vehicle.

BMW i Charging Station.
PN: 61 90 2 346 942
$1,080.00
EN ROUTE.

Cable Bag.
PN: 51 47 2 348 065
$45.00

The Cable Bag is the ideal addition for everyday use – the microfiber cloth supplied can be used to remove soiling from hands and cable, keeping the luggage space clean. The Cable Bag is made of a waterproof, coated fabric, and its practical roll-up fastener makes it quick and easy to handle.

Cable Bag.
PN: 51 47 2 348 065
$45.00
Wherever possible, Original BMW i Accessories are produced using sustainable raw materials or recyclates from discarded consumer goods, for example, recycled PET bottles. Further resources can be saved by consistently avoiding waste and directly reusing residual materials.

All Original BMW i Accessories have one thing in common: intelligent functionality. To keep the overall vehicle weight to a minimum, special emphasis has been placed on the use of lightweight materials. Wherever possible, products also fulfill several functions – this not only saves time but also minimizes energy resources in production.

Optimized transport logistics make it possible to keep CO₂ emissions as low as possible. Moreover, when it comes to selecting packaging materials, the motto is: less is more. Where possible, Original BMW i Accessories are supplied with the minimum necessary packaging. Naturally, this is made from FSC-certified cardboard.
The innovative Function Cover for the BMW i3 features intelligent functionality and four different uses. It can be used to protect the car’s luggage space, boot sill and rear, while also serving as a picnic blanket for use outside the car. The water-repellent side protects the interior from moisture and dirt. The extremely light function cover is made largely of recycled PET bottles and is supplied with a practical matchesack for transport purposes.

The Climate Cover for the BMW i3 is made of recycled polyester and was developed especially to protect the windscreen and the front side windows. It takes up the elegant design lines of the BMW i3 and offers outstanding protection against dirt, scratches and the damaging effects of the environment. In summer, the Climate Cover keeps heat out of the vehicle interior, and in winter it provides protection against ice and excessive cooling. This saves energy for air-conditioning and heating.
WITH OPTIMUM PROTECTION.

The **Key Cover** can be pulled over the key of the BMW i like an outer skin, and protects it from scratches. The flexible material is made from 40% bio-based substances and shines in the dark thanks to the use of special phosphorescent materials. The key cover has been designed to harmoniously match the BMW i design, turning the key into a unique eye-catcher.

**Key Cover.**  
PN: 82 29 2 348 069  
$20.00

The precise-fitting, three-dimensional **All-Weather Floor Mat** for the BMW i3 not only fits in perfectly with the contours of the floor trim, it also matches the interior of the BMW i. The dirt-resistant and waterproof material offers a sturdy grip, thanks to the BMW tested retention system, and is made from a newly developed, sustainable plastic combination, which is 100% recyclable. All waste created during production is recycled in its entirety.

**All-Weather Floor Mat.**  
Front, PN: 51 47 2 348 072  
$100.00  
Rear, PN: 51 47 2 353 819  
$85.00

- Waterproof and dirt resistant.  
- Fabric design.  
- 100% recyclable.  
- Innovative and sustainable plastic combination.
SAFELY STOWED AWAY.

The practical **Collapsible Box** in BMW i design is made from high-grade textile fabric recycled from PET bottles, and fits perfectly in the luggage space of the BMW i3 and BMW i8, allowing slip-safe stowing of storage items. The luggage space is also effectively protected against soiling. The simple and intelligent folding mechanism means it can be folded together to save space. When opened completely, it will fit in any shopping cart, where its two large compartments and two small key pouches keep things neat and orderly.

The **Transport Net** is made entirely from recycled materials and stops loose objects from sliding around in the luggage compartment. Its practical hook means it is quickly ready for use.

**Transport Net.**  
PN: 51 47 2 348 063  
$75.00

**Collapsible Box.**  
PN: 51 47 2 348 061  
$85.00
MULTIFUNCTIONAL.

Luggage Compartment Protection, Foldable.
One product – two functions: It can be quickly and easily converted into a handy, waterproof, dirt-resistant luggage storage box for the BMW i3 whose non-slip surface enables the safe and clean transport of loose objects in the luggage space. The Luggage Compartment Protection is designed to match the interior; the outer side is made of the Original BMW i3 seat cover fabric, a high-grade material made from recycled PET bottles.

Luggage Compartment Protection.
PN: 51 47 2 348 062
$140.00
EVEN MORE COMFORT.

The **Sunshade Rear Window** of the BMW i3 discernably reduces the interior room temperature. The extremely lightweight material is made from stretch polyester fabric, itself made from 100% recycled PET bottles. The sunshade can be dismantled easily and quickly. Package includes storage bag.

The **Rear Side Window Sunshades** of the BMW i3 are an ideal addition to the sun protection for the rear window and serve as a sideview sunlight and privacy shield for passengers. When the mounting hooks are inserted, the sunshades are simply clipped in place and can be removed again effortlessly when required.
The attractive Onboard Bag in BMW i design is intended to provide neat storage of the charge cable, tools and vehicle care products. The robust case fits snugly in the luggage compartment tray beneath the trunk of the BMW i3 or BMW i8 and makes removal and storage extremely easy, orderly and convenient. Both charge cable and plugs can be effectively protected against dirt and external elements. The Onboard Bag is supplied complete with removable organizer and Original BMW Workshop Gloves.

**Onboard Bag.**
PN: 51 47 2 348 064
$150.00
SIMPLY SMART.

The **Snap-in Adapter with USB Interface** provides a robust docking system suitable for current popular smartphones. With the interchangeable phone specific snap-in adapter, the mobile phone can be charged and used to send and receive calls using Bluetooth wireless technology. An external antenna ensures the best possible reception at all times. When using this snap-in adapter, music files stored on the device also can be played through the vehicle’s audio system without an adapter cable. These snap-in adapters are available for vehicles equipped with Option 6NF Smartphone Integration.

**Snap-in Adapter with USB Interface.**
Please consult your local BMW center for pricing and availability.

The **BMW i Blue Nameplate** and **BMW i Blue Slimline Frames** are made from 304 Stainless Steel with a patented Blue Retro-reflective Prizmalite powder coating. This unique finish contains aluminized glass spheres that help direct light straight back to its source.

**BMW i Blue Nameplate Frame.**
PN: 82 12 2 357 928
$65.00

**BMW i Blue Slimline Frame.**
PN: 82 12 2 357 931
$55.00
BMW i COLLECTION.

BMW i is a groundbreaking concept representing inspiring design, visionary electric vehicles, innovative mobility services and a new understanding of “premium” defined by sustainability. Our first production vehicles: the all-electric BMW i3, a tailpipe emission-free car for city driving that is sustainability designed throughout, and the groundbreaking BMW i8 plug-in hybrid sports car. And now we introduce a unique accessories collection – the BMW i Lifestyle Collection, featuring products that incorporate the BMW i concept. Elegant. Sustainably manufactured. And suitable for everyday use.

Future-oriented.
The responsible use of raw materials is intrinsic to the BMW i mission. Our materials are renewable and recyclable; for example, our felting is made from recycled PET bottles. And as in BMW i cars, the soft leather materials are tanned using olive leaves. The process is newly developed and the outcome is better for mankind and the environment.

Sustainable and modern.
The BMW i Collection is meant to inspire as well as delight – to be a role model for responsibility without compromise. The result: stylish accessories with a naturally futuristic flair that are sure to make a sustainable impression right down to the last detail.

BMW i Urban Mega Shopper, $119.
Stylish shopper is made of two-color recycled PET felt-like material and leather tanned with olive leaves – similar to the leather in BMW i cars – offering a unique and sustainable tote option. Interior features two compartments including one zipper pocket. Finished with BMW i logo rivet, BMW Roundel and cotton canvas label with “BMW i Born Electric” messaging. Dimensions: approx. 25”L x 14”W x 6”H. Material: recycled PET, olive leaf tanned leather. Imported.

Blue/Gray/Brown 80 22 2 352 219
BMW i COLLECTION.

**BMW i Notebook, $29.**
Similar to the materials used in BMW i cars, the notebook is crafted from two-color recycled PET felt-like material and leather tanned with olive leaves. Features transparent tape inside to securely hold notebook in place and provide easy insertion of replacement notebook. Detailed with BMW i logo rivet, BMW Roundel and cotton canvas label with “BMW i Born Electric” messaging. Imported.

Blue/Gray/Brown 80 23 2 352 221

**BMW i Solar Charger, $49.**
Charge, store and dispense energy. This compact solar charger is die-cast in zinc and includes multiple cables for different mobile devices (sockets for smartphones from Apple, Blackberry, Nokia and Samsung). Fully charges via USB cable in approx. 2–3 hours or in approx. 12–15 hours in either sunlight or artificial light. Dimensions: approx. 5"L x 2.5"W.

Blue/Gray 80 29 2 352 222

**BMW i Key Ring, $22.**
Sleek key ring is die-cast in zinc and features a matte aluminum look. Accented with electric blue detailing. Features easy-to-use ring with tension spring for key addition and removal.

Blue/Gray 80 27 2 352 223

**BMW i Laptop Pouch, $49.**
Protective laptop pouch is crafted from two-color recycled PET felt-like material and leather tanned with olive leaves, echoing the materials in BMW i cars. Designed with closing strap in gray with bold electric blue detailing. Finished with BMW i logo rivet, BMW Roundel and cotton canvas label with “BMW i Born Electric” messaging. Can double as document folder. For 15" laptops. Imported.

Blue/Gray/Brown 80 22 2 352 220
BMW i Key Lanyard, $15.

The BMW i lanyard is made of recycled PET and features a vegetable tanned leather label. This high-end accessory is rounded off with a practical split ring in matte aluminum look and an integrated, movable BMW logo. Imported.

Blue/Gray/Brown  80 27 2 352 225

BMW i Pen, $17.

Ballpoint pen in high-quality aluminum matte finish is the ideal companion for the BMW i notebook. Features BMW logo on pen top, electric blue-colored clip and “BMW i Born Electric” on pen body. Changeable ball pen refill.

Blue/Silver  80 24 2 352 226

Mouse Pad, $8.

Ergonomically designed edges enable friction-free handling. With three-color print of the BMW Vision EfficientDynamics concept car. Material: FOAM-tec. Dimensions: 9½" x 7¾". Thickness: 1/16".

Tricolor  80 56 2 211 966

BMW i8 Computer Mouse, $44.

This ergonomic computer mouse based on the design of the BMW i8 Concept Car enables an energy savings of around 30%, thanks to its blue LED light and automatic sleep mode. Suitable for different resolutions and a range of up to 98 feet. Handy: the integrated storage compartment for the receiver.

Tricolor  80 29 2 352 624

Mouse Pad, $8.

Ergonomically designed edges enable friction-free handling. With three-color print of the BMW Vision EfficientDynamics concept car. Material: FOAM-tec. Dimensions: 9½" x 7¾". Thickness: 1/16".

Tricolor  80 56 2 211 966

BMW i8 Computer Mouse, $44.

This ergonomic computer mouse based on the design of the BMW i8 Concept Car enables an energy savings of around 30%, thanks to its blue LED light and automatic sleep mode. Suitable for different resolutions and a range of up to 98 feet. Handy: the integrated storage compartment for the receiver.

Tricolor  80 29 2 352 624